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In Stop at Nothing Annabel Crabb brings all her wit and perceptiveness to the story of Malcolm
Turnbull. This is a memorable look at the Prime Minister in action – his flaws and achievements –
as well as his past lives and adventures.Drawing on extensive interviews with Turnbull, Crabb
delves into his university exploits – which included co-authoring a musical with Bob Ellis – and
his remarkable relationship with Kerry Packer, the man for whom he was first a prized attack dog
and then a mortal enemy. She examines the extent to which Turnbull – colourful, aggressive,
humorous and ruthless – has changed.Crabb tells how he first lost, and then won back, the
Liberal leadership, and explores the challenges that now face him today as the forward-looking
leader of a conservative Coalition.‘The most incisive portrait of Turnbull that's been written.’ —
David MarrAnnabel Crabb is one of Australia's most popular political commentators, is the
presenter of Kitchen Cabinet and writes for The Drum.

“Captures the heart of the Chinese. . . . If you think you know China, you will be challenged to
think again. If you don't know China, you will be introduced to a country that is unlike anything
you have heard from travelers or read about in the news.” —The Wall Street Journal“An
outstanding set of essays on the general topic of why modern China is the way it is, each essay
centered on a Chinese word or phrase. . . . Very much worth reading.” —James Fallows, The
Atlantic“Yu has a fiction writer’s nose for the perfect detail, the everyday stuff that conveys more
understanding than a thousand Op-Eds. . . . Perhaps the most bewitching aspect of this book is
how funny it is. . . . He comes across as an Asian fusion of David Sedaris and Charles Kuralt.” —
Laura Miller, Salon “This is a tale told by a raconteur, not an academic. . . . The most powerful
and vivid sections reach back to Yu Hua's childhood during the Cultural Revolution. . . . It is a
cautionary tale about the risks of subterfuge, of trying to sneak something past one's father—or,
perhaps, one's ever vigilant government." —The New York Times Book Review "If Yu Hua never
wrote anything else, he would rate entry into the pantheon of greats for ‘Reading,’ an essay in his
new collection China in Ten Words. Nothing I've ever read captures both the power and
subversive nature of youthful reading as well. . . . For American readers curious about the
upheavals of China, this may be the right moment to discover Yu Hua." —Jim Higgins,
Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel "It's rare to find a work of fiction that can be hysterically funny at
some points, while deeply moving and disturbing at others. It's even more unusual to find such
qualities in a work of non-fiction. But China in Ten Words is just such an extraordinary work." —
Los Angeles Review of Books blog "At times humorous, at times heartbreaking, and at times
fierce, these ten moving and informative essays form a small kaleidoscopic view of
contemporary China. . . . Written with a novelist's eye and narrative flair, China in Ten Words will
make the reader rethink "the China miracle." —Ha Jin, National Book Award-winning author of



Waiting “A collection of 10 quietly audacious essays that blend memoir with social commentary.
Yu Hua, who resides in Beijing—a significant detail, given how many important Chinese authors
live in exile, where they can write more freely—builds each piece on the foundation of a familiar
Mandarin term. The approach is smart literary politics: The Chinese adore their language and
consider devotion to it an act of cultural patriotism. . . . The insight it offers and the force and
authority it packs is of a kind that few, if any, of those louder, more attention-seeking must-read
books can even pretend to match.” —The National Post “A discursively simple series of essays
explaining his country’s recent history through 10 central terms. . . . Caustic and difficult to forget,
China in Ten Words is a people’s-eye view of a world in which the people have little place.” —
Pico Iyer, Time (Asia) “One of China’s most prominent writers. . . . In his sublime essay collection,
Hua explores his often spartan childhood during the Cultural Revolution in the 1960s and 1970s
and the rampant corruption of modern China.” —Newark Star-Ledger "In this era of the China
Boom when Communist Party officials are so inclined to erase the travails of their country's past
from public consciousness, Yu Hua's insistence on "remembering" comes as an almost
shocking intrusion into a willful state of amnesia. His earthy, even ribald, meditations on growing
up in small-town China during Mao's Cultural revolution remind us of just how twisted China's
progress into the present has been and how precariously balanced its success story actually still
is." —Orville Schell, Director of the Center on US-China Relations, The Asia SocietyAbout the
AuthorYu Hua is the author of four novels, six collections of stories, and three collections of
essays. His work has been translated into more than twenty languages. In 2002, he became the
first Chinese writer to win the James Joyce Award. His novel Brothers was short-listed for the
Man Asian Literary Prize and awarded France’s Prix Courrier International. To Live was awarded
Italy’s Premio Grinzane Cavour, and To Live and Chronicle of a Blood Merchant were ranked
among the ten most influential books in China in the 1990’s by Wen Hui Bao, the largest
newspaper in Shanghai. Yu Hua lives in Beijing. Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.From the Introduction In 1978 I got my first job—as a small-town dentist in south China.
This mostly involved pulling teeth, but as the youngest staff member I was given another task as
well. Every summer, with a straw hat on my head and a medical case on my back, I would shuttle
back and forth between the town’s factories and kindergartens, administering vaccinations to
workers and children. China during the Mao era was a poor country, but it had a strong public
health network that provided free immunizations to its citizens. That was where I came in. In
those days there were no disposable needles and syringes; we had to reuse ours again and
again. Sterilization too was primitive: The needles and syringes would be washed, wrapped
separately in gauze, and placed in aluminum lunch boxes laid in a large wok on top of a
briquette stove. Water was added to the wok, and the needles and syringes were then steamed
for two hours, as you would steam buns. On my first day of giving injections I went to a factory.
The workers rolled up their sleeves and waited in line, baring their arms to me one after another
—and offering up a tiny piece of red flesh, too. Because the needles had been used multiple
times, almost every one of them had a barbed tip. You could stick a needle into someone’s arm



easily enough, but when you extracted it, you would pull out a tiny piece of flesh along with it. For
the workers the pain was bearable, although they would grit their teeth or perhaps let out a groan
or two. I paid them no mind, for the workers had had to put up with barbed needles year after
year and should be used to it by now, I thought. But the next day, when I went to a kindergarten
to give shots to children from the ages of three through six, it was a different story. Every last one
of them burst out weeping and wailing. Because their skin was so tender, the needles would
snag bigger shreds of flesh than they had from the workers, and the children’s wounds bled
more profusely. I still remember how the children were all sobbing uncontrollably; the ones who
had yet to be inoculated were crying even louder than those who had already had their shots.
The pain that the children saw others suffering, it seemed to me, affected them even more
intensely than the pain they themselves experienced, because it made their fear all the more
acute. This scene left me shocked and shaken. When I got back to the hospital, I did not clean
the instruments right away. Instead, I got hold of a grindstone and ground all the needles until
they were completely straight and the points were sharp. But these old needles were so prone to
metal fatigue that after two or three more uses they would acquire barbs again, so grinding the
needles became a regular part of my routine, and the more I sharpened, the shorter they got.
That summer it was always dark by the time I left the hospital, with fingers blistered by my labors
at the grindstone. Later, whenever I recalled this episode, I was guilt-stricken that I’d had to see
the children’s reaction to realize how much the factory workers must have suffered. If, before I
had given shots to others, I had pricked my own arm with a barbed needle and pulled out a
blood-stained shred of my own flesh, then I would have known how painful it was long before I
heard the children’s wails. This remorse left a profound mark, and it has stayed with me through
all my years as an author. It is when the suffering of others becomes part of my own experience
that I truly know what it is to live and what it is to write. Nothing in the world, perhaps, is so likely
to forge a connection between people as pain, because the connection that comes from that
source comes from deep in the heart. So when in this book I write of China’s pain, I am
registering my pain too, because China’s pain is mine.Read more
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OffThe OptimistSourcesWhen Bruce Turnbull died – horribly, shockingly, in a single-engine
aircraft that speared to earth in dairy country on the mid north coast of New South Wales – it was
a ghastly blow to his only son, Malcolm.Bruce was fifty-six, and had just bought the beautiful
Scone cattle farm of which he had dreamed his whole life. Malcolm was twenty-eight, with a
newborn baby son.The universe is fickle sometimes, but for Malcolm Turnbull – to whom it had
given so parsimoniously in the family department – losing a father three months after gaining a
son seemed dementedly, pointlessly cruel.It smashed him up.Bruce’s affairs were tangled;
properties here and there, and the farm itself was as dry as a twig, with a deep drought
underway and urgent decisions to be made about stock, feed and other mysterious agrarian
issues far from Turnbull’s usual city life at the Sydney Bar.In a crazy-brave manoeuvre, Turnbull
kept the farm. And he submerged his grief in – of all things – the study of water.“He had always
been interested in Roman history … aqueducts, and so on,” recalls his wife, Lucy Turnbull. “He
totally immersed himself in the planning of bores and wells. It’s really a classic example of how
he works.”In the absorbing detail of water tables, aquifers, mineralisation and pipelines, Turnbull
found respite from the dragging anguish of bereavement. He loves a knotty problem, and if it
involves entering an arcane world of complex widgetry and strange, beautiful words (alluvium,
chelation, flocculation, capillarity, miscibility), then so much the better.Even now, the science of
water holds him in a peculiarly tender way.“I remember one day being here with [his son] Al,” he
says one day when I am at the farm, filming Kitchen Cabinet.And it was pouring with rain and all
the contour banks were full of water and the dams were spilling and the whole place was moving
and the water was moving everywhere and I took him and – he was just a little boy, you know,
with a hat and a little Driza-Bone – and we went right up to the top of that hill there and we just
walked, we followed the water all the way down and I reckon that was the best lesson you could
ever give a boy about hydrology and water and landscape, because he actually saw how it



worked. And then we got down to the bottom of that gully, where there is a well. Which is
obviously tapping into the groundwater, and we looked down and I could show him the water
moving through the groundwater, moving through the well, and come – you know – flowing into
the well from the gravel and aggregate and sand and everything that’s around it, so it was … ah,
just so many memories like that. I love water.The farm explains a lot about Malcolm Turnbull.
Bruce is buried there, under a stone cairn. When he died, Malcolm kept everything. Bruce’s hat.
Bruce’s boots. Even the stock that local cockies urged him to sell. He wore Bruce’s watch for
years.But his mother, Coral, is there too. Coral walked out when Malcolm was eight, taking the
furniture with her and running away with a new man, leaving her son and her husband in a bare
flat. Malcolm was somehow allowed to believe that she was only gone for a while. It wasn’t until
he flew to visit her in New Zealand and was introduced – at the airport – to Coral’s new fiancé
that the penny dropped. And even then, Malcolm didn’t resent her. He still doesn’t, even though,
in Lucy’s words, Coral continued to project “the most incredible expectations” onto her son,
notwithstanding her personal absence.Coral moved to Philadelphia with her new husband in the
early 1970s. When, ten or so years later, the husband ran off with a graduate student, Turnbull
hoped his mother would move back to Sydney. He bought a house for her in Paddington, which
she never occupied, although she visited most years.She died, in Philadelphia, of bowel cancer
in 1991. And her son shipped everything home to Australia.These days, the Scone farmhouse –
beautifully renovated by Malcolm and Lucy – houses both Bruce’s things and Coral’s. All her
books are there, and her furniture; even a hall table that still has – in a little drawer – the
Philadelphia trolley-bus tokens she never got around to using.It’s an imperfect reunion; a pale
simulacrum of the reconciliation the young Turnbull had hoped for very desperately. But
whatever crumbs were left of his parents, he collected tenderly together in the end.The trolley-
bus tokens are heartbreaking, throat-grabbingly so; like watching one of those unbearable
nature documentaries about grieving elephants touching their dead babies with their trunks.
There’s such an asymmetry of care involved: the child who treasures every scrap of his mother,
the mother who squandered years with her son, continuing to demand extraordinary fealty from
him despite having done just about everything imaginable to disqualify herself from any such
expectation.And the result: a complicated and fascinating person, who at sixty years of age
became Australia’s twenty-ninth prime minister. A man who has lost power, and gained it, and
learnt from both experiences. A man widely known for his vaulting ambition and tooth-rattling
tempers, who nevertheless brims with tears at the slightest provocation.One night at dinner,
Turnbull tells a story of how – not long after Coral left – Bruce took him swimming at North Bondi.
Keen for a surf himself, Bruce gave a lifeguard a shilling to keep an eye on young Malcolm, who
was barely nine. But the lifeguard lost interest, and Malcolm got into trouble. When Bruce made
it back to shore, he couldn’t see his son. “I remember going under … I remember it so clearly,
even today,” Turnbull recalls. “I shouldn’t tell this story, because even now it makes me so
emotional.” And it’s true, there is a catch in his voice, and as he proceeds, Lucy monitors the
situation with her customary cool vigilance.“And to look up, finally, and see him – my father –



coming for me, just powering through the waves … I will never forget that
feeling.”HinterlandSomething is missing in Australia. It’s been missing since about 9.30 p.m. on
14 September 2015. On that day, one note – a deep, rich vibrato that has been a constant part of
the rattling, tooting orchestral manoeuvre that is Australian politics for about forty years,
sometimes building, sometimes ebbing, but always perceptibly there – abruptly stopped.
Possibly forever.What is this missing strain? It’s the sound of Malcolm Bligh Turnbull wanting to
be prime minister.Up until that moment, Turnbull’s was a life hugely defined by ambition. A life
that began in modest circumstances, and was pierced early by maternal abandonment, but
picked itself up and became – thanks to the efforts of its exuberant, brilliant, changeable
occupant – extraordinary beyond the aspirations of all but the very few. It is a life that has surged
through journalism and activism and business and politics, absorbing literature and art, and
intersecting – sometimes happily, sometimes unhappily – with giants in those spheres.It is a life
that was given constancy and depth by marriage and children, but whose raw fuel was the
urgent need to get somewhere, as fast as possible. The low hum of his ambition, all these years,
has always been there in Australian public life; a composite note comprising countless Turnbull
stories in which the protagonist makes millions, or pulls off some unbelievable legal coup, or
goes to Siberia in search of gold, or picks a fight with a prime minister.As Attorney-General
George Brandis, a member of Malcolm Turnbull’s leadership group, says, with lawyerly
understatement: “Malcolm has more hinterland than any previous Australian prime minister.”A
person who knows Turnbull very well told me that up until 2008, when he first became leader of
the Liberal Party, his brain was occupied 50 per cent with whatever he was doing at the time, and
50 per cent by where he was going. After the loss of the leadership in 2009 – a miserable
experience – that proportion receded to something more like 80/20; a moderation born of pain.
And now that he’s got what he and his mother wanted, he’s achieved – in the estimation of his
friend – something approaching peace.A month or so into Turnbull’s time as prime minister, he
was telephoned by Alexander Downer. Presently Australia’s high commissioner in London,
Downer is a good friend of Turnbull’s and the pair have a lot in common. They both ran
unsuccessfully for Liberal pre-selection in 1981: Turnbull for Wentworth, Downer for the South
Australian seat of Boothby.Recalls Downer: “We both lost, and we commiserated with each
other on the grounds that it was perfectly obvious that the worst candidates had won. We agreed
that we were the stand-out talent, and the tragedy for the nation was that it would now have to
wait for that which could quite easily have been its at an earlier date.”The Liberal Party
sufficiently overcame its reservations not only to pre-select them both in later years, but to make
each leader of the party, both in Opposition. Neither of these experiments was a happy one;
Downer led the party for eight miserable months before resigning in January 1995 and Turnbull
held out for thirteen before being whacked by his colleagues in late 2009.“How do you like the
job?” Downer asked Turnbull when he telephoned the prime minister from London in late
2015.“It’s absolutely brilliant! Best job ever. Fantastic! I’m absolutely loving it,” Turnbull
enthused.Downer had a specific interest in Turnbull’s response. In Adelaide for Christmas in



2013, just three months after Tony Abbott had been sworn in as Australia’s twenty-eighth prime
minister, he had asked him the same question. The answer was very different.“Oh,” groaned
Abbott, pulling a face. “It’s such a hard job! It really is just so unbelievably difficult. Every morning
I wake up and I can’t believe it, how much of a responsibility it is.”Malcolm Turnbull and Tony
Abbott have circled each other all their political lives, and have each been Opposition leader
once and prime minister once. Each man has deprived the other of the Liberal leadership once,
too. They both were journalists in their earlier lives. They have ridden out against each other –
most notably, outside Canberra, in the republican debate. They have affected and confided in
each other, and gone surfing together. They have said dreadful things to each other in moments
of conflict, but have always found a way back to civility. Tony Abbott testifies that when he fell into
a lengthy malaise after the Howard government’s defeat, it was a spirited argument with Turnbull
which spurred him to pull himself together.And when Malcolm Turnbull called his new cabinet
together after ending Tony Abbott’s prime ministership before even its first term had elapsed, he
told them: “I know what he’s going through. I went through it myself, and it’s the worst thing you
can possibly go through. I was only Opposition leader when it happened to me, so I can only
imagine how much pain he’s feeling. Anything that anyone can do to help him and ease his pain,
please do.”But their experiences in office make a fascinating study in opposites. Tony Abbott
relished his work as Opposition leader, a job into which he poured vast amounts of energy and
enthusiasm. He was potent, focused, absolutely deadly, and ultimately he succeeded. The most
abiding recollection of his Opposition leadership is the discipline with which he repeated his trio
of slogans: Stop the boats. Scrap the carbon tax. End the waste.So good was Tony Abbott, in
fact, as Opposition leader, that he never entirely left the job. His most significant achievements
as prime minister were acts of dismantlement or shutting down: ending the carbon and mining
taxes, stopping the boats.Malcolm Turnbull, in contrast, struggled as Opposition leader. He was
often chippy and irritable. He grew quickly frustrated with colleagues and sometimes sought to
overwhelm or bully them. He struggled, too, with the negative aspects of the job; if Abbott’s
biggest failure in government was that he used too much of his time as prime minister to take
things apart, Turnbull’s in opposition was that he overleapt his colleagues in an attempt to build
something; his crowning misadventure was to seek a grand deal with the Labor Party on carbon
pricing, a quasi-suicidal endeavour for which his party punished him with ultimate force.It’s an
odd part of our political system that the traditional audition for the prime ministership is to be
leader of the Opposition, when those two jobs have such different requirements. Bob Hawke,
who served what he describes as “the ideal period” of one month as Opposition leader, says he
wouldn’t have been any good at the job longer term. “You’ve really got to love belting your
opponents,” he says. “That’s the essence of it. It’s just not my cup of tea. And you’ve got to have a
capacity, I think, almost for hate to be a good Opposition leader, and I don’t have that capacity at
all.”Kim Beazley, Hawke offers, is an example of a Labor leader who would have been a better
prime minister than he was an Opposition leader. “Kim was not a good Opposition leader
because, if I can use the vernacular, he didn’t have enough shit in him. If he’d won the ’98



election, which he so nearly did, I think he would have made a great prime minister.”*Some of
the differences between Australia’s twenty-eighth prime minister and its twenty-ninth are
obvious. Malcolm Turnbull is more upbeat, more expansive (“waffly,” his critics would say), less
disciplined and less aggressive. Abbott freaked people out by eating onions and winking in radio
interviews. Turnbull is more given to jovial digression. “I must say that I love this standing studio!”
he enthused at the end of a fairly hostile exchange with Radio National breakfast host Fran Kelly.
“Don’t know if people watching us on television can see us standing … It is so much better for
us. We should all spend more time standing.”Unlike Abbott’s, his staff appointments have been
studiously uncontroversial. He cleaves closely to the decisions of his predecessor on
contentious social issues. He has toned down the language on national security. Soon after
coming to office, Turnbull discovered and scotched plans for significantly increased security at
Parliament House, commissioned by Peta Credlin and Tony Abbott after the Lindt Café siege at
Christmas 2014 and budgeted at $300 million. There were plans for a large structure to be built
around the parliament’s ministerial wing, creating a buffer around the prime minister’s office,
which currently occupies a section of the building’s external wall, protected from the outside
world by a courtyard and a steel gate. Other proposals included a large fence around the
building, and then a concrete ditch around that, to exclude pedestrians. “This is a moat! It’s
ridiculous!” Turnbull protested when he learnt of the plans, and threw them out. Turnbull also
reopened the corridors around the prime ministerial suite and removed the layers of builder’s
plastic which had been laid over the steel vehicular gates to the prime minister’s courtyard,
installed to obscure the line of sight from outside and assuage Credlin’s fears that Tony Abbott
would fall victim to sniper fire from a long-range rifleman or rocket-propelled grenade
launcher.Turnbull “stopped the moats,” convinced that a political leader who chooses to live in a
fortress thereby accepts a spirit of besiegement. He chafes at the $550,000 BMW
commissioned by his predecessor, which features unpuncturable tyres and is designed to be
invulnerable to AK-47 fire. It has only two seats in the back, and the prime minister – still
mourning his dinky Prius – hates being unable to give more than one person a lift in his heavy
new gas-guzzler. He continues to take the train wherever possible.He likes to go kayaking on
Sydney Harbour, while listening to podcasts. (One feels for the prime ministerial police detail.
After six years of Rudd and Gillard, who lived obediently in the Lodge, fighting viciously among
themselves but otherwise observing a decently sedentary lifestyle, suddenly there’s Tony
Abbott, who wants to live in barracks and cycle 80 kilometres before dawn, then Malcolm
Turnbull, who favours his own waterfront home, small flimsy craft and public transport. His
kayaking expeditions, apparently, are monitored closely by the water police, who chunter along
in his wake as the twenty-ninth prime minister of Australia, happy as a clam, paddles across the
harbour listening to Slate’s Political Gabfest.)The prime ministerial suite itself is perhaps the
most-renovated patch of real estate in Parliament House. Six prime ministers it’s hosted, in ten
years. John Howard’s green Chesterfields, the desk belonging to Menzies and the oil painting by
Winston Churchill were trucked out in 2007 to be replaced by the burnt-orange tub chairs and



Chinese artworks of Kevin Rudd. They were in turn usurped, three years later, by Julia Gillard’s
Sherrin football and Western Bulldogs scarf, whereafter the Churchill painting made a
reappearance under Tony Abbott, along with the youthful portrait of Queen Elizabeth II that
accompanies the Member for Warringah from office to office.And in September 2015, the office
underwent a Turnbull Rethink. Out went the Queen and Churchill. Up went the net value of office
artworks, thanks to a large John Olsen painting commissioned by the Turnbulls – Sydney
Seaport Table – which hangs nicely in the eye-line of any vigorous modern prime minister who
happens to step up to the standing desk.The modernity is no accident. Turnbull’s genuine
fascination for gadgetry is boundless. He was an early enthusiast for information technology, and
made a bundle when he and his buddy Trevor Kennedy sold their stake in OzEmail in 1999
(Turnbull’s cut was $57 million, from an initial investment of $500,000). He had a Kindle in
parliament before they were even available for sale in Australia. His enthusiasm for the iPad,
when it was invented, was that of a starving man for a sandwich. When the Apple Watch arrived,
Turnbull had one straightaway.The Fairfax photographer Alex Ellinghausen, in a wonderful 2015
article on photographing Australian political leaders, listed the individual tics that – over the
years – became unmistakable photographic memes. Kevin Rudd’s elaborate hair-flick. Julia
Gillard’s open-throated victory laugh, head thrown back, when she elicited a concession at the
dispatch box. Bill Shorten’s “Grumpy Cat” frown, in which the corners of his mouth turn comically
down. Tony Abbott’s wink (a tough one, this – harder to photograph than a snow leopard. “It’s so
quick that you have to pre-empt the shot when you feel it coming,” explains Ellinghausen.)So far,
the two memes Malcolm Turnbull has given photographers are Gesticulation with Spectacles
and Checking the Apple Watch.Tony Abbott, who declared early in his leadership that he was no
“tech head,” never became one in prime ministerial office. He uses technology where necessary,
with a Luddite tendency to stick to familiar ground. Years ago, when Abbott was a Howard
government frontbencher writing regular newspaper columns, a staffer helped him with a
computer problem and was horrified and amused to discover that the enthusiastic two-finger
typist was using a single Word document to write all of his speeches and articles. He hadn’t
cottoned on to the fact that you could have more than one.Turnbull’s technological revolution, by
comparison, is seemingly endless. In recent years, he has expanded boldly into discreet
messaging platforms like Confide, Wickr and WhatsApp (favoured by political conspirators and
sexters alike) for the capacity they offer of communications beyond even the considerable range
of George Brandis’s metadata recovery laws. Ministers flounder in his wake, crashing through
the App Store in pursuit of whichever platform the man’s currently using.“I have always been
very curious,” is Turnbull’s explanation. “So I’ve always enjoyed studying and reading and
learning, and of course the fabulous thing about the internet is that all of the knowledge of the
world is – you know – available on your smart-phone, so that’s incredible.” Regardless of
Google’s asymmetry of purpose with the federal tax system, Turnbull enthuses that “it’s certainly
done a great service to the curious.”Turnbull’s delight in knowledge is – in the right moment – a
powerfully charming attribute. In a political landscape increasingly choked by the smog of 24-



hour opinion, sham outrage, grandstanding and the rest of the clutter that dogs a politician’s day,
a leader who still has the enthusiasm to look up the etymology of a crazy-sounding word just for
the fun of it is a rare bird and a marvel to see.Unsurprisingly, for a man constantly torn between
real-life conversations and the siren call of the digital omniverse, Turnbull tends to switch on and
off. You can be in an absorbing exchange with him and then notice that he has gone quiet, his
conversational contribution reduced to the occasional sonorous “Mmmmm.” Then you realise
that he’s fidgeting away at his phone, or is subtly vetting phone messages.Waiting with him in an
airline lounge once, I plumped down in a seat next to him and asked if he wanted a cup of tea; I
was fetching one for myself. Knitting his eyebrows and staring straight ahead, he replied sternly:
“Well, I can’t see how that could possibly work.” Scanning his face for clues (perhaps he was a
coffee man?), I noticed the flash of the busy Bluetooth device clipped to his ear, realised my
error and stole away.Sometimes, he can be in two places at once. In April 2010 the Walkley
Foundation arranged a panel discussion on media and politics, featuring Turnbull, recently
dethroned as Opposition leader, Laurie Oakes, the ABC journalist Quentin Dempster and the
US journalist and academic John Nichols. I was on the panel too; it was too big a group for the
purposes of the discussion, and by about the fifteen-minute mark Malcolm had pulled out his
iPad and his smart-phone and was scanning both. Fascinated, and sitting immediately to his left,
I peered out of the corner of my eye at what he was doing. Emails on the phone, as far as I could
make out. On the iPad, an article with diagrams that looked a bit aqueducty.Five minutes later,
the panel discussion arrived at the gristly heart of the media-and-politics argument: are
politicians naturally just shallow and cowardly, or are they trained to be that way? Oakes quoted
Tony Abbott’s recent comment that he “wasn’t looking at any policies that went further than his
lifetime.” It was, said Oakes glumly, not a very inspiring attitude.Suddenly, Turnbull surfaced from
the world of Appian plumbing and push notifications. Removing his glasses and waving them
(that gesture!) with a calorific smile, he interjected: “But then, Laurie, you do have to remember:
he is incredibly fit.”The periods of inattention don’t always end with a game-saving one-liner. For
all Malcolm Turnbull’s lifelong career as a deal-maker, he has a terrible poker face. Just as it’s
easy to see when he is seized and intrigued by an issue or a conversation or a person, it’s easy
to see when he isn’t. It’s like a little light going off. When he’s bored by a conversation, his eyes
wander. His fingers creep towards his smartphone. He wants to get back to the universe, with all
its thrilling possibility.When he’s in a press conference that bores him, his sentences get rangy
and circuitous, like the tracks of a lost dog. He’ll trail off, start a new one. Sometimes it looks
compellingly as though he is trying to jog his own interest. On bad days, it looks aimless.On one
level, it’s perfectly understandable that Malcolm Turnbull would have quite a low boredom
threshold. To a man who has fought hand-to-hand with Kerry Packer and survived, gone
searching for gold in Siberia and teamed up with a reviled former spy to win a towering, unlikely
victory over the government of Margaret Thatcher, it’s easy to see how the duller encounters of
government – the boardroom lunches with their ranks of suits, the endless fundraisers with their
mutually obsequious small talk or interactions with busybodies who just want to tell you this one



thing – might seem rather thin gruel. There are wild cards which always pique his interest: a pert
child, an entrepreneur doing something wildly innovative, someone who knows a lot about
water.There is no doubt of Turnbull’s charm. “He’s one of the most charming people I’ve ever
met,” says a cabinet colleague. “He can deploy his charm like a lethal weapon.” But there is
charm, and then there is political charm. Political charm is being able to summon the ordinary
kind at a moment’s notice. Even when you are tired, even when you couldn’t think of anything on
earth about which you could possibly care less than this conversation, even when the half-
finished article in the Economist is calling you so strongly that you can almost read it like Braille
on the phone in your pocket. Political charm is no one being able to tell when you’re bored.
Malcolm Turnbull is working on that, but he’s not there yet.Published by Black Inc.,an imprint of
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shockingly, in a single-engine aircraft that speared to earth in dairy country on the mid north
coast of New South Wales – it was a ghastly blow to his only son, Malcolm.Bruce was fifty-six,



and had just bought the beautiful Scone cattle farm of which he had dreamed his whole life.
Malcolm was twenty-eight, with a newborn baby son.The universe is fickle sometimes, but for
Malcolm Turnbull – to whom it had given so parsimoniously in the family department – losing a
father three months after gaining a son seemed dementedly, pointlessly cruel.It smashed him
up.Bruce’s affairs were tangled; properties here and there, and the farm itself was as dry as a
twig, with a deep drought underway and urgent decisions to be made about stock, feed and
other mysterious agrarian issues far from Turnbull’s usual city life at the Sydney Bar.In a crazy-
brave manoeuvre, Turnbull kept the farm. And he submerged his grief in – of all things – the
study of water.“He had always been interested in Roman history … aqueducts, and so on,”
recalls his wife, Lucy Turnbull. “He totally immersed himself in the planning of bores and wells.
It’s really a classic example of how he works.”In the absorbing detail of water tables, aquifers,
mineralisation and pipelines, Turnbull found respite from the dragging anguish of bereavement.
He loves a knotty problem, and if it involves entering an arcane world of complex widgetry and
strange, beautiful words (alluvium, chelation, flocculation, capillarity, miscibility), then so much
the better.Even now, the science of water holds him in a peculiarly tender way.“I remember one
day being here with [his son] Al,” he says one day when I am at the farm, filming Kitchen
Cabinet.And it was pouring with rain and all the contour banks were full of water and the dams
were spilling and the whole place was moving and the water was moving everywhere and I took
him and – he was just a little boy, you know, with a hat and a little Driza-Bone – and we went right
up to the top of that hill there and we just walked, we followed the water all the way down and I
reckon that was the best lesson you could ever give a boy about hydrology and water and
landscape, because he actually saw how it worked. And then we got down to the bottom of that
gully, where there is a well. Which is obviously tapping into the groundwater, and we looked
down and I could show him the water moving through the groundwater, moving through the well,
and come – you know – flowing into the well from the gravel and aggregate and sand and
everything that’s around it, so it was … ah, just so many memories like that. I love water.The farm
explains a lot about Malcolm Turnbull. Bruce is buried there, under a stone cairn. When he died,
Malcolm kept everything. Bruce’s hat. Bruce’s boots. Even the stock that local cockies urged him
to sell. He wore Bruce’s watch for years.But his mother, Coral, is there too. Coral walked out
when Malcolm was eight, taking the furniture with her and running away with a new man, leaving
her son and her husband in a bare flat. Malcolm was somehow allowed to believe that she was
only gone for a while. It wasn’t until he flew to visit her in New Zealand and was introduced – at
the airport – to Coral’s new fiancé that the penny dropped. And even then, Malcolm didn’t resent
her. He still doesn’t, even though, in Lucy’s words, Coral continued to project “the most
incredible expectations” onto her son, notwithstanding her personal absence.Coral moved to
Philadelphia with her new husband in the early 1970s. When, ten or so years later, the husband
ran off with a graduate student, Turnbull hoped his mother would move back to Sydney. He
bought a house for her in Paddington, which she never occupied, although she visited most
years.She died, in Philadelphia, of bowel cancer in 1991. And her son shipped everything home



to Australia.These days, the Scone farmhouse – beautifully renovated by Malcolm and Lucy –
houses both Bruce’s things and Coral’s. All her books are there, and her furniture; even a hall
table that still has – in a little drawer – the Philadelphia trolley-bus tokens she never got around to
using.It’s an imperfect reunion; a pale simulacrum of the reconciliation the young Turnbull had
hoped for very desperately. But whatever crumbs were left of his parents, he collected tenderly
together in the end.The trolley-bus tokens are heartbreaking, throat-grabbingly so; like watching
one of those unbearable nature documentaries about grieving elephants touching their dead
babies with their trunks. There’s such an asymmetry of care involved: the child who treasures
every scrap of his mother, the mother who squandered years with her son, continuing to
demand extraordinary fealty from him despite having done just about everything imaginable to
disqualify herself from any such expectation.And the result: a complicated and fascinating
person, who at sixty years of age became Australia’s twenty-ninth prime minister. A man who
has lost power, and gained it, and learnt from both experiences. A man widely known for his
vaulting ambition and tooth-rattling tempers, who nevertheless brims with tears at the slightest
provocation.One night at dinner, Turnbull tells a story of how – not long after Coral left – Bruce
took him swimming at North Bondi. Keen for a surf himself, Bruce gave a lifeguard a shilling to
keep an eye on young Malcolm, who was barely nine. But the lifeguard lost interest, and
Malcolm got into trouble. When Bruce made it back to shore, he couldn’t see his son. “I
remember going under … I remember it so clearly, even today,” Turnbull recalls. “I shouldn’t tell
this story, because even now it makes me so emotional.” And it’s true, there is a catch in his
voice, and as he proceeds, Lucy monitors the situation with her customary cool vigilance.“And to
look up, finally, and see him – my father – coming for me, just powering through the waves … I
will never forget that feeling.”When Bruce Turnbull died – horribly, shockingly, in a single-engine
aircraft that speared to earth in dairy country on the mid north coast of New South Wales – it was
a ghastly blow to his only son, Malcolm.Bruce was fifty-six, and had just bought the beautiful
Scone cattle farm of which he had dreamed his whole life. Malcolm was twenty-eight, with a
newborn baby son.The universe is fickle sometimes, but for Malcolm Turnbull – to whom it had
given so parsimoniously in the family department – losing a father three months after gaining a
son seemed dementedly, pointlessly cruel.It smashed him up.Bruce’s affairs were tangled;
properties here and there, and the farm itself was as dry as a twig, with a deep drought
underway and urgent decisions to be made about stock, feed and other mysterious agrarian
issues far from Turnbull’s usual city life at the Sydney Bar.In a crazy-brave manoeuvre, Turnbull
kept the farm. And he submerged his grief in – of all things – the study of water.“He had always
been interested in Roman history … aqueducts, and so on,” recalls his wife, Lucy Turnbull. “He
totally immersed himself in the planning of bores and wells. It’s really a classic example of how
he works.”In the absorbing detail of water tables, aquifers, mineralisation and pipelines, Turnbull
found respite from the dragging anguish of bereavement. He loves a knotty problem, and if it
involves entering an arcane world of complex widgetry and strange, beautiful words (alluvium,
chelation, flocculation, capillarity, miscibility), then so much the better.Even now, the science of



water holds him in a peculiarly tender way.“I remember one day being here with [his son] Al,” he
says one day when I am at the farm, filming Kitchen Cabinet.And it was pouring with rain and all
the contour banks were full of water and the dams were spilling and the whole place was moving
and the water was moving everywhere and I took him and – he was just a little boy, you know,
with a hat and a little Driza-Bone – and we went right up to the top of that hill there and we just
walked, we followed the water all the way down and I reckon that was the best lesson you could
ever give a boy about hydrology and water and landscape, because he actually saw how it
worked. And then we got down to the bottom of that gully, where there is a well. Which is
obviously tapping into the groundwater, and we looked down and I could show him the water
moving through the groundwater, moving through the well, and come – you know – flowing into
the well from the gravel and aggregate and sand and everything that’s around it, so it was … ah,
just so many memories like that. I love water.The farm explains a lot about Malcolm Turnbull.
Bruce is buried there, under a stone cairn. When he died, Malcolm kept everything. Bruce’s hat.
Bruce’s boots. Even the stock that local cockies urged him to sell. He wore Bruce’s watch for
years.But his mother, Coral, is there too. Coral walked out when Malcolm was eight, taking the
furniture with her and running away with a new man, leaving her son and her husband in a bare
flat. Malcolm was somehow allowed to believe that she was only gone for a while. It wasn’t until
he flew to visit her in New Zealand and was introduced – at the airport – to Coral’s new fiancé
that the penny dropped. And even then, Malcolm didn’t resent her. He still doesn’t, even though,
in Lucy’s words, Coral continued to project “the most incredible expectations” onto her son,
notwithstanding her personal absence.Coral moved to Philadelphia with her new husband in the
early 1970s. When, ten or so years later, the husband ran off with a graduate student, Turnbull
hoped his mother would move back to Sydney. He bought a house for her in Paddington, which
she never occupied, although she visited most years.She died, in Philadelphia, of bowel cancer
in 1991. And her son shipped everything home to Australia.These days, the Scone farmhouse –
beautifully renovated by Malcolm and Lucy – houses both Bruce’s things and Coral’s. All her
books are there, and her furniture; even a hall table that still has – in a little drawer – the
Philadelphia trolley-bus tokens she never got around to using.It’s an imperfect reunion; a pale
simulacrum of the reconciliation the young Turnbull had hoped for very desperately. But
whatever crumbs were left of his parents, he collected tenderly together in the end.The trolley-
bus tokens are heartbreaking, throat-grabbingly so; like watching one of those unbearable
nature documentaries about grieving elephants touching their dead babies with their trunks.
There’s such an asymmetry of care involved: the child who treasures every scrap of his mother,
the mother who squandered years with her son, continuing to demand extraordinary fealty from
him despite having done just about everything imaginable to disqualify herself from any such
expectation.And the result: a complicated and fascinating person, who at sixty years of age
became Australia’s twenty-ninth prime minister. A man who has lost power, and gained it, and
learnt from both experiences. A man widely known for his vaulting ambition and tooth-rattling
tempers, who nevertheless brims with tears at the slightest provocation.One night at dinner,



Turnbull tells a story of how – not long after Coral left – Bruce took him swimming at North Bondi.
Keen for a surf himself, Bruce gave a lifeguard a shilling to keep an eye on young Malcolm, who
was barely nine. But the lifeguard lost interest, and Malcolm got into trouble. When Bruce made
it back to shore, he couldn’t see his son. “I remember going under … I remember it so clearly,
even today,” Turnbull recalls. “I shouldn’t tell this story, because even now it makes me so
emotional.” And it’s true, there is a catch in his voice, and as he proceeds, Lucy monitors the
situation with her customary cool vigilance.“And to look up, finally, and see him – my father –
coming for me, just powering through the waves … I will never forget that
feeling.”HinterlandSomething is missing in Australia. It’s been missing since about 9.30 p.m. on
14 September 2015. On that day, one note – a deep, rich vibrato that has been a constant part of
the rattling, tooting orchestral manoeuvre that is Australian politics for about forty years,
sometimes building, sometimes ebbing, but always perceptibly there – abruptly stopped.
Possibly forever.What is this missing strain? It’s the sound of Malcolm Bligh Turnbull wanting to
be prime minister.Up until that moment, Turnbull’s was a life hugely defined by ambition. A life
that began in modest circumstances, and was pierced early by maternal abandonment, but
picked itself up and became – thanks to the efforts of its exuberant, brilliant, changeable
occupant – extraordinary beyond the aspirations of all but the very few. It is a life that has surged
through journalism and activism and business and politics, absorbing literature and art, and
intersecting – sometimes happily, sometimes unhappily – with giants in those spheres.It is a life
that was given constancy and depth by marriage and children, but whose raw fuel was the
urgent need to get somewhere, as fast as possible. The low hum of his ambition, all these years,
has always been there in Australian public life; a composite note comprising countless Turnbull
stories in which the protagonist makes millions, or pulls off some unbelievable legal coup, or
goes to Siberia in search of gold, or picks a fight with a prime minister.As Attorney-General
George Brandis, a member of Malcolm Turnbull’s leadership group, says, with lawyerly
understatement: “Malcolm has more hinterland than any previous Australian prime minister.”A
person who knows Turnbull very well told me that up until 2008, when he first became leader of
the Liberal Party, his brain was occupied 50 per cent with whatever he was doing at the time, and
50 per cent by where he was going. After the loss of the leadership in 2009 – a miserable
experience – that proportion receded to something more like 80/20; a moderation born of pain.
And now that he’s got what he and his mother wanted, he’s achieved – in the estimation of his
friend – something approaching peace.A month or so into Turnbull’s time as prime minister, he
was telephoned by Alexander Downer. Presently Australia’s high commissioner in London,
Downer is a good friend of Turnbull’s and the pair have a lot in common. They both ran
unsuccessfully for Liberal pre-selection in 1981: Turnbull for Wentworth, Downer for the South
Australian seat of Boothby.Recalls Downer: “We both lost, and we commiserated with each
other on the grounds that it was perfectly obvious that the worst candidates had won. We agreed
that we were the stand-out talent, and the tragedy for the nation was that it would now have to
wait for that which could quite easily have been its at an earlier date.”The Liberal Party



sufficiently overcame its reservations not only to pre-select them both in later years, but to make
each leader of the party, both in Opposition. Neither of these experiments was a happy one;
Downer led the party for eight miserable months before resigning in January 1995 and Turnbull
held out for thirteen before being whacked by his colleagues in late 2009.“How do you like the
job?” Downer asked Turnbull when he telephoned the prime minister from London in late
2015.“It’s absolutely brilliant! Best job ever. Fantastic! I’m absolutely loving it,” Turnbull
enthused.Downer had a specific interest in Turnbull’s response. In Adelaide for Christmas in
2013, just three months after Tony Abbott had been sworn in as Australia’s twenty-eighth prime
minister, he had asked him the same question. The answer was very different.“Oh,” groaned
Abbott, pulling a face. “It’s such a hard job! It really is just so unbelievably difficult. Every morning
I wake up and I can’t believe it, how much of a responsibility it is.”Malcolm Turnbull and Tony
Abbott have circled each other all their political lives, and have each been Opposition leader
once and prime minister once. Each man has deprived the other of the Liberal leadership once,
too. They both were journalists in their earlier lives. They have ridden out against each other –
most notably, outside Canberra, in the republican debate. They have affected and confided in
each other, and gone surfing together. They have said dreadful things to each other in moments
of conflict, but have always found a way back to civility. Tony Abbott testifies that when he fell into
a lengthy malaise after the Howard government’s defeat, it was a spirited argument with Turnbull
which spurred him to pull himself together.And when Malcolm Turnbull called his new cabinet
together after ending Tony Abbott’s prime ministership before even its first term had elapsed, he
told them: “I know what he’s going through. I went through it myself, and it’s the worst thing you
can possibly go through. I was only Opposition leader when it happened to me, so I can only
imagine how much pain he’s feeling. Anything that anyone can do to help him and ease his pain,
please do.”But their experiences in office make a fascinating study in opposites. Tony Abbott
relished his work as Opposition leader, a job into which he poured vast amounts of energy and
enthusiasm. He was potent, focused, absolutely deadly, and ultimately he succeeded. The most
abiding recollection of his Opposition leadership is the discipline with which he repeated his trio
of slogans: Stop the boats. Scrap the carbon tax. End the waste.So good was Tony Abbott, in
fact, as Opposition leader, that he never entirely left the job. His most significant achievements
as prime minister were acts of dismantlement or shutting down: ending the carbon and mining
taxes, stopping the boats.Malcolm Turnbull, in contrast, struggled as Opposition leader. He was
often chippy and irritable. He grew quickly frustrated with colleagues and sometimes sought to
overwhelm or bully them. He struggled, too, with the negative aspects of the job; if Abbott’s
biggest failure in government was that he used too much of his time as prime minister to take
things apart, Turnbull’s in opposition was that he overleapt his colleagues in an attempt to build
something; his crowning misadventure was to seek a grand deal with the Labor Party on carbon
pricing, a quasi-suicidal endeavour for which his party punished him with ultimate force.It’s an
odd part of our political system that the traditional audition for the prime ministership is to be
leader of the Opposition, when those two jobs have such different requirements. Bob Hawke,



who served what he describes as “the ideal period” of one month as Opposition leader, says he
wouldn’t have been any good at the job longer term. “You’ve really got to love belting your
opponents,” he says. “That’s the essence of it. It’s just not my cup of tea. And you’ve got to have a
capacity, I think, almost for hate to be a good Opposition leader, and I don’t have that capacity at
all.”Kim Beazley, Hawke offers, is an example of a Labor leader who would have been a better
prime minister than he was an Opposition leader. “Kim was not a good Opposition leader
because, if I can use the vernacular, he didn’t have enough shit in him. If he’d won the ’98
election, which he so nearly did, I think he would have made a great prime minister.”*Some of
the differences between Australia’s twenty-eighth prime minister and its twenty-ninth are
obvious. Malcolm Turnbull is more upbeat, more expansive (“waffly,” his critics would say), less
disciplined and less aggressive. Abbott freaked people out by eating onions and winking in radio
interviews. Turnbull is more given to jovial digression. “I must say that I love this standing studio!”
he enthused at the end of a fairly hostile exchange with Radio National breakfast host Fran Kelly.
“Don’t know if people watching us on television can see us standing … It is so much better for
us. We should all spend more time standing.”Unlike Abbott’s, his staff appointments have been
studiously uncontroversial. He cleaves closely to the decisions of his predecessor on
contentious social issues. He has toned down the language on national security. Soon after
coming to office, Turnbull discovered and scotched plans for significantly increased security at
Parliament House, commissioned by Peta Credlin and Tony Abbott after the Lindt Café siege at
Christmas 2014 and budgeted at $300 million. There were plans for a large structure to be built
around the parliament’s ministerial wing, creating a buffer around the prime minister’s office,
which currently occupies a section of the building’s external wall, protected from the outside
world by a courtyard and a steel gate. Other proposals included a large fence around the
building, and then a concrete ditch around that, to exclude pedestrians. “This is a moat! It’s
ridiculous!” Turnbull protested when he learnt of the plans, and threw them out. Turnbull also
reopened the corridors around the prime ministerial suite and removed the layers of builder’s
plastic which had been laid over the steel vehicular gates to the prime minister’s courtyard,
installed to obscure the line of sight from outside and assuage Credlin’s fears that Tony Abbott
would fall victim to sniper fire from a long-range rifleman or rocket-propelled grenade
launcher.Turnbull “stopped the moats,” convinced that a political leader who chooses to live in a
fortress thereby accepts a spirit of besiegement. He chafes at the $550,000 BMW
commissioned by his predecessor, which features unpuncturable tyres and is designed to be
invulnerable to AK-47 fire. It has only two seats in the back, and the prime minister – still
mourning his dinky Prius – hates being unable to give more than one person a lift in his heavy
new gas-guzzler. He continues to take the train wherever possible.He likes to go kayaking on
Sydney Harbour, while listening to podcasts. (One feels for the prime ministerial police detail.
After six years of Rudd and Gillard, who lived obediently in the Lodge, fighting viciously among
themselves but otherwise observing a decently sedentary lifestyle, suddenly there’s Tony
Abbott, who wants to live in barracks and cycle 80 kilometres before dawn, then Malcolm



Turnbull, who favours his own waterfront home, small flimsy craft and public transport. His
kayaking expeditions, apparently, are monitored closely by the water police, who chunter along
in his wake as the twenty-ninth prime minister of Australia, happy as a clam, paddles across the
harbour listening to Slate’s Political Gabfest.)The prime ministerial suite itself is perhaps the
most-renovated patch of real estate in Parliament House. Six prime ministers it’s hosted, in ten
years. John Howard’s green Chesterfields, the desk belonging to Menzies and the oil painting by
Winston Churchill were trucked out in 2007 to be replaced by the burnt-orange tub chairs and
Chinese artworks of Kevin Rudd. They were in turn usurped, three years later, by Julia Gillard’s
Sherrin football and Western Bulldogs scarf, whereafter the Churchill painting made a
reappearance under Tony Abbott, along with the youthful portrait of Queen Elizabeth II that
accompanies the Member for Warringah from office to office.And in September 2015, the office
underwent a Turnbull Rethink. Out went the Queen and Churchill. Up went the net value of office
artworks, thanks to a large John Olsen painting commissioned by the Turnbulls – Sydney
Seaport Table – which hangs nicely in the eye-line of any vigorous modern prime minister who
happens to step up to the standing desk.The modernity is no accident. Turnbull’s genuine
fascination for gadgetry is boundless. He was an early enthusiast for information technology, and
made a bundle when he and his buddy Trevor Kennedy sold their stake in OzEmail in 1999
(Turnbull’s cut was $57 million, from an initial investment of $500,000). He had a Kindle in
parliament before they were even available for sale in Australia. His enthusiasm for the iPad,
when it was invented, was that of a starving man for a sandwich. When the Apple Watch arrived,
Turnbull had one straightaway.The Fairfax photographer Alex Ellinghausen, in a wonderful 2015
article on photographing Australian political leaders, listed the individual tics that – over the
years – became unmistakable photographic memes. Kevin Rudd’s elaborate hair-flick. Julia
Gillard’s open-throated victory laugh, head thrown back, when she elicited a concession at the
dispatch box. Bill Shorten’s “Grumpy Cat” frown, in which the corners of his mouth turn comically
down. Tony Abbott’s wink (a tough one, this – harder to photograph than a snow leopard. “It’s so
quick that you have to pre-empt the shot when you feel it coming,” explains Ellinghausen.)So far,
the two memes Malcolm Turnbull has given photographers are Gesticulation with Spectacles
and Checking the Apple Watch.Tony Abbott, who declared early in his leadership that he was no
“tech head,” never became one in prime ministerial office. He uses technology where necessary,
with a Luddite tendency to stick to familiar ground. Years ago, when Abbott was a Howard
government frontbencher writing regular newspaper columns, a staffer helped him with a
computer problem and was horrified and amused to discover that the enthusiastic two-finger
typist was using a single Word document to write all of his speeches and articles. He hadn’t
cottoned on to the fact that you could have more than one.Turnbull’s technological revolution, by
comparison, is seemingly endless. In recent years, he has expanded boldly into discreet
messaging platforms like Confide, Wickr and WhatsApp (favoured by political conspirators and
sexters alike) for the capacity they offer of communications beyond even the considerable range
of George Brandis’s metadata recovery laws. Ministers flounder in his wake, crashing through



the App Store in pursuit of whichever platform the man’s currently using.“I have always been
very curious,” is Turnbull’s explanation. “So I’ve always enjoyed studying and reading and
learning, and of course the fabulous thing about the internet is that all of the knowledge of the
world is – you know – available on your smart-phone, so that’s incredible.” Regardless of
Google’s asymmetry of purpose with the federal tax system, Turnbull enthuses that “it’s certainly
done a great service to the curious.”Turnbull’s delight in knowledge is – in the right moment – a
powerfully charming attribute. In a political landscape increasingly choked by the smog of 24-
hour opinion, sham outrage, grandstanding and the rest of the clutter that dogs a politician’s day,
a leader who still has the enthusiasm to look up the etymology of a crazy-sounding word just for
the fun of it is a rare bird and a marvel to see.Unsurprisingly, for a man constantly torn between
real-life conversations and the siren call of the digital omniverse, Turnbull tends to switch on and
off. You can be in an absorbing exchange with him and then notice that he has gone quiet, his
conversational contribution reduced to the occasional sonorous “Mmmmm.” Then you realise
that he’s fidgeting away at his phone, or is subtly vetting phone messages.Waiting with him in an
airline lounge once, I plumped down in a seat next to him and asked if he wanted a cup of tea; I
was fetching one for myself. Knitting his eyebrows and staring straight ahead, he replied sternly:
“Well, I can’t see how that could possibly work.” Scanning his face for clues (perhaps he was a
coffee man?), I noticed the flash of the busy Bluetooth device clipped to his ear, realised my
error and stole away.Sometimes, he can be in two places at once. In April 2010 the Walkley
Foundation arranged a panel discussion on media and politics, featuring Turnbull, recently
dethroned as Opposition leader, Laurie Oakes, the ABC journalist Quentin Dempster and the
US journalist and academic John Nichols. I was on the panel too; it was too big a group for the
purposes of the discussion, and by about the fifteen-minute mark Malcolm had pulled out his
iPad and his smart-phone and was scanning both. Fascinated, and sitting immediately to his left,
I peered out of the corner of my eye at what he was doing. Emails on the phone, as far as I could
make out. On the iPad, an article with diagrams that looked a bit aqueducty.Five minutes later,
the panel discussion arrived at the gristly heart of the media-and-politics argument: are
politicians naturally just shallow and cowardly, or are they trained to be that way? Oakes quoted
Tony Abbott’s recent comment that he “wasn’t looking at any policies that went further than his
lifetime.” It was, said Oakes glumly, not a very inspiring attitude.Suddenly, Turnbull surfaced from
the world of Appian plumbing and push notifications. Removing his glasses and waving them
(that gesture!) with a calorific smile, he interjected: “But then, Laurie, you do have to remember:
he is incredibly fit.”The periods of inattention don’t always end with a game-saving one-liner. For
all Malcolm Turnbull’s lifelong career as a deal-maker, he has a terrible poker face. Just as it’s
easy to see when he is seized and intrigued by an issue or a conversation or a person, it’s easy
to see when he isn’t. It’s like a little light going off. When he’s bored by a conversation, his eyes
wander. His fingers creep towards his smartphone. He wants to get back to the universe, with all
its thrilling possibility.When he’s in a press conference that bores him, his sentences get rangy
and circuitous, like the tracks of a lost dog. He’ll trail off, start a new one. Sometimes it looks



compellingly as though he is trying to jog his own interest. On bad days, it looks aimless.On one
level, it’s perfectly understandable that Malcolm Turnbull would have quite a low boredom
threshold. To a man who has fought hand-to-hand with Kerry Packer and survived, gone
searching for gold in Siberia and teamed up with a reviled former spy to win a towering, unlikely
victory over the government of Margaret Thatcher, it’s easy to see how the duller encounters of
government – the boardroom lunches with their ranks of suits, the endless fundraisers with their
mutually obsequious small talk or interactions with busybodies who just want to tell you this one
thing – might seem rather thin gruel. There are wild cards which always pique his interest: a pert
child, an entrepreneur doing something wildly innovative, someone who knows a lot about
water.There is no doubt of Turnbull’s charm. “He’s one of the most charming people I’ve ever
met,” says a cabinet colleague. “He can deploy his charm like a lethal weapon.” But there is
charm, and then there is political charm. Political charm is being able to summon the ordinary
kind at a moment’s notice. Even when you are tired, even when you couldn’t think of anything on
earth about which you could possibly care less than this conversation, even when the half-
finished article in the Economist is calling you so strongly that you can almost read it like Braille
on the phone in your pocket. Political charm is no one being able to tell when you’re bored.
Malcolm Turnbull is working on that, but he’s not there yet.HinterlandSomething is missing in
Australia. It’s been missing since about 9.30 p.m. on 14 September 2015. On that day, one note
– a deep, rich vibrato that has been a constant part of the rattling, tooting orchestral manoeuvre
that is Australian politics for about forty years, sometimes building, sometimes ebbing, but
always perceptibly there – abruptly stopped. Possibly forever.What is this missing strain? It’s the
sound of Malcolm Bligh Turnbull wanting to be prime minister.Up until that moment, Turnbull’s
was a life hugely defined by ambition. A life that began in modest circumstances, and was
pierced early by maternal abandonment, but picked itself up and became – thanks to the efforts
of its exuberant, brilliant, changeable occupant – extraordinary beyond the aspirations of all but
the very few. It is a life that has surged through journalism and activism and business and
politics, absorbing literature and art, and intersecting – sometimes happily, sometimes unhappily
– with giants in those spheres.It is a life that was given constancy and depth by marriage and
children, but whose raw fuel was the urgent need to get somewhere, as fast as possible. The low
hum of his ambition, all these years, has always been there in Australian public life; a composite
note comprising countless Turnbull stories in which the protagonist makes millions, or pulls off
some unbelievable legal coup, or goes to Siberia in search of gold, or picks a fight with a prime
minister.As Attorney-General George Brandis, a member of Malcolm Turnbull’s leadership
group, says, with lawyerly understatement: “Malcolm has more hinterland than any previous
Australian prime minister.”A person who knows Turnbull very well told me that up until 2008,
when he first became leader of the Liberal Party, his brain was occupied 50 per cent with
whatever he was doing at the time, and 50 per cent by where he was going. After the loss of the
leadership in 2009 – a miserable experience – that proportion receded to something more like
80/20; a moderation born of pain. And now that he’s got what he and his mother wanted, he’s



achieved – in the estimation of his friend – something approaching peace.A month or so into
Turnbull’s time as prime minister, he was telephoned by Alexander Downer. Presently Australia’s
high commissioner in London, Downer is a good friend of Turnbull’s and the pair have a lot in
common. They both ran unsuccessfully for Liberal pre-selection in 1981: Turnbull for Wentworth,
Downer for the South Australian seat of Boothby.Recalls Downer: “We both lost, and we
commiserated with each other on the grounds that it was perfectly obvious that the worst
candidates had won. We agreed that we were the stand-out talent, and the tragedy for the nation
was that it would now have to wait for that which could quite easily have been its at an earlier
date.”The Liberal Party sufficiently overcame its reservations not only to pre-select them both in
later years, but to make each leader of the party, both in Opposition. Neither of these
experiments was a happy one; Downer led the party for eight miserable months before resigning
in January 1995 and Turnbull held out for thirteen before being whacked by his colleagues in late
2009.“How do you like the job?” Downer asked Turnbull when he telephoned the prime minister
from London in late 2015.“It’s absolutely brilliant! Best job ever. Fantastic! I’m absolutely loving
it,” Turnbull enthused.Downer had a specific interest in Turnbull’s response. In Adelaide for
Christmas in 2013, just three months after Tony Abbott had been sworn in as Australia’s twenty-
eighth prime minister, he had asked him the same question. The answer was very different.“Oh,”
groaned Abbott, pulling a face. “It’s such a hard job! It really is just so unbelievably difficult. Every
morning I wake up and I can’t believe it, how much of a responsibility it is.”Malcolm Turnbull and
Tony Abbott have circled each other all their political lives, and have each been Opposition
leader once and prime minister once. Each man has deprived the other of the Liberal leadership
once, too. They both were journalists in their earlier lives. They have ridden out against each
other – most notably, outside Canberra, in the republican debate. They have affected and
confided in each other, and gone surfing together. They have said dreadful things to each other
in moments of conflict, but have always found a way back to civility. Tony Abbott testifies that
when he fell into a lengthy malaise after the Howard government’s defeat, it was a spirited
argument with Turnbull which spurred him to pull himself together.And when Malcolm Turnbull
called his new cabinet together after ending Tony Abbott’s prime ministership before even its first
term had elapsed, he told them: “I know what he’s going through. I went through it myself, and it’s
the worst thing you can possibly go through. I was only Opposition leader when it happened to
me, so I can only imagine how much pain he’s feeling. Anything that anyone can do to help him
and ease his pain, please do.”But their experiences in office make a fascinating study in
opposites. Tony Abbott relished his work as Opposition leader, a job into which he poured vast
amounts of energy and enthusiasm. He was potent, focused, absolutely deadly, and ultimately
he succeeded. The most abiding recollection of his Opposition leadership is the discipline with
which he repeated his trio of slogans: Stop the boats. Scrap the carbon tax. End the waste.So
good was Tony Abbott, in fact, as Opposition leader, that he never entirely left the job. His most
significant achievements as prime minister were acts of dismantlement or shutting down: ending
the carbon and mining taxes, stopping the boats.Malcolm Turnbull, in contrast, struggled as



Opposition leader. He was often chippy and irritable. He grew quickly frustrated with colleagues
and sometimes sought to overwhelm or bully them. He struggled, too, with the negative aspects
of the job; if Abbott’s biggest failure in government was that he used too much of his time as
prime minister to take things apart, Turnbull’s in opposition was that he overleapt his colleagues
in an attempt to build something; his crowning misadventure was to seek a grand deal with the
Labor Party on carbon pricing, a quasi-suicidal endeavour for which his party punished him with
ultimate force.It’s an odd part of our political system that the traditional audition for the prime
ministership is to be leader of the Opposition, when those two jobs have such different
requirements. Bob Hawke, who served what he describes as “the ideal period” of one month as
Opposition leader, says he wouldn’t have been any good at the job longer term. “You’ve really
got to love belting your opponents,” he says. “That’s the essence of it. It’s just not my cup of tea.
And you’ve got to have a capacity, I think, almost for hate to be a good Opposition leader, and I
don’t have that capacity at all.”Kim Beazley, Hawke offers, is an example of a Labor leader who
would have been a better prime minister than he was an Opposition leader. “Kim was not a good
Opposition leader because, if I can use the vernacular, he didn’t have enough shit in him. If he’d
won the ’98 election, which he so nearly did, I think he would have made a great prime
minister.”*Some of the differences between Australia’s twenty-eighth prime minister and its
twenty-ninth are obvious. Malcolm Turnbull is more upbeat, more expansive (“waffly,” his critics
would say), less disciplined and less aggressive. Abbott freaked people out by eating onions
and winking in radio interviews. Turnbull is more given to jovial digression. “I must say that I love
this standing studio!” he enthused at the end of a fairly hostile exchange with Radio National
breakfast host Fran Kelly. “Don’t know if people watching us on television can see us standing …
It is so much better for us. We should all spend more time standing.”Unlike Abbott’s, his staff
appointments have been studiously uncontroversial. He cleaves closely to the decisions of his
predecessor on contentious social issues. He has toned down the language on national security.
Soon after coming to office, Turnbull discovered and scotched plans for significantly increased
security at Parliament House, commissioned by Peta Credlin and Tony Abbott after the Lindt
Café siege at Christmas 2014 and budgeted at $300 million. There were plans for a large
structure to be built around the parliament’s ministerial wing, creating a buffer around the prime
minister’s office, which currently occupies a section of the building’s external wall, protected from
the outside world by a courtyard and a steel gate. Other proposals included a large fence around
the building, and then a concrete ditch around that, to exclude pedestrians. “This is a moat! It’s
ridiculous!” Turnbull protested when he learnt of the plans, and threw them out. Turnbull also
reopened the corridors around the prime ministerial suite and removed the layers of builder’s
plastic which had been laid over the steel vehicular gates to the prime minister’s courtyard,
installed to obscure the line of sight from outside and assuage Credlin’s fears that Tony Abbott
would fall victim to sniper fire from a long-range rifleman or rocket-propelled grenade
launcher.Turnbull “stopped the moats,” convinced that a political leader who chooses to live in a
fortress thereby accepts a spirit of besiegement. He chafes at the $550,000 BMW



commissioned by his predecessor, which features unpuncturable tyres and is designed to be
invulnerable to AK-47 fire. It has only two seats in the back, and the prime minister – still
mourning his dinky Prius – hates being unable to give more than one person a lift in his heavy
new gas-guzzler. He continues to take the train wherever possible.He likes to go kayaking on
Sydney Harbour, while listening to podcasts. (One feels for the prime ministerial police detail.
After six years of Rudd and Gillard, who lived obediently in the Lodge, fighting viciously among
themselves but otherwise observing a decently sedentary lifestyle, suddenly there’s Tony
Abbott, who wants to live in barracks and cycle 80 kilometres before dawn, then Malcolm
Turnbull, who favours his own waterfront home, small flimsy craft and public transport. His
kayaking expeditions, apparently, are monitored closely by the water police, who chunter along
in his wake as the twenty-ninth prime minister of Australia, happy as a clam, paddles across the
harbour listening to Slate’s Political Gabfest.)The prime ministerial suite itself is perhaps the
most-renovated patch of real estate in Parliament House. Six prime ministers it’s hosted, in ten
years. John Howard’s green Chesterfields, the desk belonging to Menzies and the oil painting by
Winston Churchill were trucked out in 2007 to be replaced by the burnt-orange tub chairs and
Chinese artworks of Kevin Rudd. They were in turn usurped, three years later, by Julia Gillard’s
Sherrin football and Western Bulldogs scarf, whereafter the Churchill painting made a
reappearance under Tony Abbott, along with the youthful portrait of Queen Elizabeth II that
accompanies the Member for Warringah from office to office.And in September 2015, the office
underwent a Turnbull Rethink. Out went the Queen and Churchill. Up went the net value of office
artworks, thanks to a large John Olsen painting commissioned by the Turnbulls – Sydney
Seaport Table – which hangs nicely in the eye-line of any vigorous modern prime minister who
happens to step up to the standing desk.The modernity is no accident. Turnbull’s genuine
fascination for gadgetry is boundless. He was an early enthusiast for information technology, and
made a bundle when he and his buddy Trevor Kennedy sold their stake in OzEmail in 1999
(Turnbull’s cut was $57 million, from an initial investment of $500,000). He had a Kindle in
parliament before they were even available for sale in Australia. His enthusiasm for the iPad,
when it was invented, was that of a starving man for a sandwich. When the Apple Watch arrived,
Turnbull had one straightaway.The Fairfax photographer Alex Ellinghausen, in a wonderful 2015
article on photographing Australian political leaders, listed the individual tics that – over the
years – became unmistakable photographic memes. Kevin Rudd’s elaborate hair-flick. Julia
Gillard’s open-throated victory laugh, head thrown back, when she elicited a concession at the
dispatch box. Bill Shorten’s “Grumpy Cat” frown, in which the corners of his mouth turn comically
down. Tony Abbott’s wink (a tough one, this – harder to photograph than a snow leopard. “It’s so
quick that you have to pre-empt the shot when you feel it coming,” explains Ellinghausen.)So far,
the two memes Malcolm Turnbull has given photographers are Gesticulation with Spectacles
and Checking the Apple Watch.Tony Abbott, who declared early in his leadership that he was no
“tech head,” never became one in prime ministerial office. He uses technology where necessary,
with a Luddite tendency to stick to familiar ground. Years ago, when Abbott was a Howard



government frontbencher writing regular newspaper columns, a staffer helped him with a
computer problem and was horrified and amused to discover that the enthusiastic two-finger
typist was using a single Word document to write all of his speeches and articles. He hadn’t
cottoned on to the fact that you could have more than one.Turnbull’s technological revolution, by
comparison, is seemingly endless. In recent years, he has expanded boldly into discreet
messaging platforms like Confide, Wickr and WhatsApp (favoured by political conspirators and
sexters alike) for the capacity they offer of communications beyond even the considerable range
of George Brandis’s metadata recovery laws. Ministers flounder in his wake, crashing through
the App Store in pursuit of whichever platform the man’s currently using.“I have always been
very curious,” is Turnbull’s explanation. “So I’ve always enjoyed studying and reading and
learning, and of course the fabulous thing about the internet is that all of the knowledge of the
world is – you know – available on your smart-phone, so that’s incredible.” Regardless of
Google’s asymmetry of purpose with the federal tax system, Turnbull enthuses that “it’s certainly
done a great service to the curious.”Turnbull’s delight in knowledge is – in the right moment – a
powerfully charming attribute. In a political landscape increasingly choked by the smog of 24-
hour opinion, sham outrage, grandstanding and the rest of the clutter that dogs a politician’s day,
a leader who still has the enthusiasm to look up the etymology of a crazy-sounding word just for
the fun of it is a rare bird and a marvel to see.Unsurprisingly, for a man constantly torn between
real-life conversations and the siren call of the digital omniverse, Turnbull tends to switch on and
off. You can be in an absorbing exchange with him and then notice that he has gone quiet, his
conversational contribution reduced to the occasional sonorous “Mmmmm.” Then you realise
that he’s fidgeting away at his phone, or is subtly vetting phone messages.Waiting with him in an
airline lounge once, I plumped down in a seat next to him and asked if he wanted a cup of tea; I
was fetching one for myself. Knitting his eyebrows and staring straight ahead, he replied sternly:
“Well, I can’t see how that could possibly work.” Scanning his face for clues (perhaps he was a
coffee man?), I noticed the flash of the busy Bluetooth device clipped to his ear, realised my
error and stole away.Sometimes, he can be in two places at once. In April 2010 the Walkley
Foundation arranged a panel discussion on media and politics, featuring Turnbull, recently
dethroned as Opposition leader, Laurie Oakes, the ABC journalist Quentin Dempster and the
US journalist and academic John Nichols. I was on the panel too; it was too big a group for the
purposes of the discussion, and by about the fifteen-minute mark Malcolm had pulled out his
iPad and his smart-phone and was scanning both. Fascinated, and sitting immediately to his left,
I peered out of the corner of my eye at what he was doing. Emails on the phone, as far as I could
make out. On the iPad, an article with diagrams that looked a bit aqueducty.Five minutes later,
the panel discussion arrived at the gristly heart of the media-and-politics argument: are
politicians naturally just shallow and cowardly, or are they trained to be that way? Oakes quoted
Tony Abbott’s recent comment that he “wasn’t looking at any policies that went further than his
lifetime.” It was, said Oakes glumly, not a very inspiring attitude.Suddenly, Turnbull surfaced from
the world of Appian plumbing and push notifications. Removing his glasses and waving them



(that gesture!) with a calorific smile, he interjected: “But then, Laurie, you do have to remember:
he is incredibly fit.”The periods of inattention don’t always end with a game-saving one-liner. For
all Malcolm Turnbull’s lifelong career as a deal-maker, he has a terrible poker face. Just as it’s
easy to see when he is seized and intrigued by an issue or a conversation or a person, it’s easy
to see when he isn’t. It’s like a little light going off. When he’s bored by a conversation, his eyes
wander. His fingers creep towards his smartphone. He wants to get back to the universe, with all
its thrilling possibility.When he’s in a press conference that bores him, his sentences get rangy
and circuitous, like the tracks of a lost dog. He’ll trail off, start a new one. Sometimes it looks
compellingly as though he is trying to jog his own interest. On bad days, it looks aimless.On one
level, it’s perfectly understandable that Malcolm Turnbull would have quite a low boredom
threshold. To a man who has fought hand-to-hand with Kerry Packer and survived, gone
searching for gold in Siberia and teamed up with a reviled former spy to win a towering, unlikely
victory over the government of Margaret Thatcher, it’s easy to see how the duller encounters of
government – the boardroom lunches with their ranks of suits, the endless fundraisers with their
mutually obsequious small talk or interactions with busybodies who just want to tell you this one
thing – might seem rather thin gruel. There are wild cards which always pique his interest: a pert
child, an entrepreneur doing something wildly innovative, someone who knows a lot about
water.There is no doubt of Turnbull’s charm. “He’s one of the most charming people I’ve ever
met,” says a cabinet colleague. “He can deploy his charm like a lethal weapon.” But there is
charm, and then there is political charm. Political charm is being able to summon the ordinary
kind at a moment’s notice. Even when you are tired, even when you couldn’t think of anything on
earth about which you could possibly care less than this conversation, even when the half-
finished article in the Economist is calling you so strongly that you can almost read it like Braille
on the phone in your pocket. Political charm is no one being able to tell when you’re bored.
Malcolm Turnbull is working on that, but he’s not there yet.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Well-written and researched. A well-written and researched work
containing significantly interesting information that helps the reader to understand the man.”

Robert Iasky, “It's an easy and short read but to the. Well written biography of Malcom Tuenbull.
Annabel style of analysing the subject by using examples of Malcom's past experiences, puts
his charactwr into prospective.It's an easy and short read but to the point”

Anne, “Five Stars. Interesting and well written”
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Odysy, “Easy to read, and a very good book entertaining and informative.. I like the smoothness
and simplicity of the writing and the information contained within of one of our countries great
prime ministers and persons  of our time.”

Bojan, “Great book. Great detailed account of Malcolm's accomplishments, and achievements.
He really stopped at nothing and has great determination to keep going.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Written in an easy to read style. Written in an easy to read style,
Annabelle gives the reader insights into the man who is Australia's Prime Minister.”

Ms Lynne C Bulloch, “Five Stars. A ripping read!”

Sydney1981, “A genuinely good read.. An excellent, albeit compact, analysis of Australia’s 29th
Prime Minister. Upon reading this book it’s very evident that Annabel Crabb was a worthy winner
of the Walkley Award for feature writing for this extended essay, as it’s beautifully written,
succinct, fair and factual, combined with Crabb’s unmistakable charm and wit. An excellent book
-- not because of voting allegiances or intentions, but because it’s a genuinely good read.”

Judy Melbourne, “Quite enjoyed this. He is a fairly private man. Quite enjoyed this. He is a fairly
private man. I hope he does the job well - am sure he will be trying his very best.”
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